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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2013189749A1] The invention relates to a sliding leaf system comprising at least one sliding leaf (4; 6). The sliding leaf (4; 6) can be
moved in a floor guide device so as to close a building opening in a passage direction (D) along a closing movement and provides a first vertical
closing edge in a substantially horizontal closing direction (S). The sliding leaf system provides a second vertical closing edge, wherein the first and
the second vertical closing edges can be brought into a closing arrangement in a reciprocal manner. At least one dimensionally stable groove (41)
which extends substantially in the vertical direction, which opens in the closing direction (S), and which consists of metal or plastic or a combination
thereof is arranged on at least one of said vertical closing edges at least in some sections, and a dimensionally stable comb (61) which corresponds
to said groove (41), which extends substantially in the vertical direction and protrudes in the closing direction (S), and which consists of metal or
plastic or a combination thereof is arranged opposite each groove (41) on the other vertical closing edge. Said groove (41) and said comb (61) can
be brought into engagement in a formfitting manner by means of the closing movement, said engagement extending in sections over at least half of
the longitudinal extension of the vertical closing edges all together. The invention also relates to a closing device which is arranged on said vertical
closing edges for fixing the sliding leaf (4; 6) when the first and second vertical closing edges are positioned in a closing arrangement in a reciprocal
manner. Such a structure improves the security of the closing leaf system against intrusion.
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